Greene, Tom - VP AA CIO
Subject:

FW: Accreditation Evidence

From: Green, Kurt - Interim Dean of Instruction
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 3:35 PM
To: Greene, Tom - VP AA & CIO
Subject: RE: Accreditation Evidence

Hi Tom:
I will go back through my calendar and give you the dates of meetings that Sara, Heather and I have had where this was
the exact topic of discussion. We noticed gaps in the core competencies themselves, in the mapping of programs and
courses to these core competencies, and how to move forward from here. During this year’s unit planning process, we
felt we could provide this information to the faculty and have them review their linkages. These conversations occurred
during lunch meetings that I’ve been having with Sara and Heather; these meetings occurred on March 22, April 11, July
11 and July 23.
Kurt
From: Greene, Tom - VP AA & CIO
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 2:38 PM
To: Green, Kurt - Interim Dean of Instruction
Subject: Accreditation Evidence

Hi Kurt‐
Can you send me an email stating that the SLO Assessment Committee and/or the SLO Committee have discussed the
use of mapping reports in tracdat to identify the weak links between SLO levels, and that you intend to work with faculty
to modify course and program SLOs so as to strengthen these linkages? I didn’t find any evidence to support said claim
in the minutes of the SLO committees.
Thanks,
Tom
With the completion of this mapping, the College used its large repository of direct assessment results to assess
successfully all higher‐level program and institutional‐level SLOs (III.15). In addition to the College’s incorporating
these data into ongoing planning processes (see next section), the SLO Committee and SLO Assessment Committee
intend to use these reports to identify the weak links between these SLO levels and work with faculty to modify course
and program SLOs so as to strengthen these linkages (III.16).
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